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● Soil moisture data are relevant to:
○ Environmental sciences (e.g., ecological niche modeling, 

carbon monitoring systems)
○ Precision agriculture (e.g., optimizing irrigation practices, 

land management decisions)

● The primary source over large areas is 
satellite-borne remote sensing technology:
○ Daily measurement
○ Global coverage

Why soil moisture?
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Challenge A: Incomplete Data 

Image source: Ricardo Llamas, University of Delaware
Data source: ESA-CCI soil moisture database (http://www.esa-soilmoisture-cci.org/)

December 2000
Averages

(m3/m3)

Causes of missing data:
● dense vegetation
● snow/ice cover
● frozen surface
● extremely dry surface 
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Challenge B: Coarse Data

Original Resolution
27 km × 27 km 

Image source: McPherson et al., Using coarse-grained occurrence data to predict species distributions 
at finer spatial resolutions—possibilities and limitations, Ecological Modeling 192:499-522, 2006.

Desired Resolution
1 km × 1 km 
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0. Are there other areas with similar down-scaling and 
gap-filling objectives for which existing research efforts and 
our efforts may be mutually informative?

Open questions and collab. opportunities
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Building a Complete, Fine-Grained Dataset

• Analytics to transforms raw, incomplete, coarse-grained data 
into complete fine grained data

Rorabaugh et al. “SOMOSPIE: A modular SOil MOisture SPatial Inference Engine based 
on data driven decision” (unpublished)

Data Collection and Curation Prediction Analysis and Visualization
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First Stage: Data

• Analytics to transforms raw, incomplete, coarse-grained data 
into complete fine grained data

Rorabaugh et al. “SOMOSPIE: A modular SOil MOisture SPatial Inference Engine based 
on data driven decision” (unpublished)

Data Collection and Curation Prediction Analysis and Visualization
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Coarse Resolution 
Soil Moisture 

27 km x 27 km pixels 
Spatial gaps

1 km x 1 km pixels 
No spatial gaps

Image source: Ricardo Llamas, University of Delaware

Fine Resolution 
Auxiliary Data
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Input Data



Curating the Data

Rorabaugh et al. “SOMOSPIE: A modular SOil MOisture SPatial Inference Engine based 
on data driven decision” (unpublished)

Data Collection and Curation Prediction Analysis and Visualization
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Data Reduction
● Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

○ Current component selection criteria:
• Number of components
• Explained variability

● Region selection
○ Current options:

• Ecoregion (three levels of specificity)
• Buffer radius



Level 1 Ecoregions in CONUS

6.0

7.0

Image source: cec.org ecoregion documentation

Largest, most 
general regions 

pictured
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Level 2 Ecoregions in CONUS

Image source: cec.org ecoregion documentation 1212



Level 3 example: Mid. Atlantic Coast. Plains

13Image source: Ricardo Llamas, University of Delaware



Buffer example: 100 km

14Image source: Ricardo Llamas, University of Delaware



Open questions and collab. opportunities
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0. Are there other areas with similar down-scaling and 
gap-filling objectives for which existing research efforts and 
our efforts may be mutually informative?

1. How can we use auxiliary data for efficient and effective data 
reduction? For example:
a. PCA component selection based on statistical comparison 

with soil moisture
b. Dynamic region selection based on a homogeneity 

threshold for control factors



Second Stage: Modeling

Rorabaugh et al. “SOMOSPIE: A modular SOil MOisture SPatial Inference Engine based 
on data driven decision” (unpublished)

Data Collection and Curation Prediction Analysis and Visualization
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Goals: Fill gaps and increase resolution
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Hybrid of what?
• Surrogate-based modeling (SBM)
• K nearest neighbors modeling (KNN)

Usage
• Originally for application 

performance modeling
• Modified and repurposed 

for soil moisture
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Open questions and collab. opportunities
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0. Are there other areas with similar down-scaling and 
gap-filling objectives for which existing research efforts and 
our efforts may be mutually informative?

1. How can we use auxiliary data for efficient and effective data 
reduction?

2. There exist seemingly innumerable modeling techniques. 
Which ones are well-suited for our situation? How might we 
efficiently try the vast number of options and parameters?
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